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1. Introduction 

1.1. Minimum system requirements 

Operating system: Windows XP or higher version 

Operative memory: not less than 64 MB 

Disc memory: not less than 200 MB 

Resolution 800 x 600 or higher 

1.2. Program installation  

Download FobosNext.exe from http://www.FobosGas.com. During installation you will be 

asked in which folder to install the application. By default the program is installed into C:\Program 

Files\Fobos\FobosNext. After finishing installation a new icon will appear on the desktop. 

1.3. Introduction 

The software can be started without necessarily being connected to the gas ECU. This is 

convenient if you want to look at the program interface then just press Offline Mode. If you need to 

make a real setup, you will need to feed the gas injection and connect it via the USB interface cable. 
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1.4. Program main view  

At startup the following form is displayed: 
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2. FobosNext Management Tool - Description 

2.1. Graphic interface concept 

At the bottom there is "Controller Status Panel" indicating the instantaneous values of the 

parameters measured by the gas controller that are most indicative for the behavior of the gas 

system. A switch for mode change is also included in this panel. 

At the top is positioned the "Operating field for reading and recording of operating 

parameters". This is an area where several pages are located, each of which combines a set of 

parameters depending on their functional purpose. 

2.1.1.Monitoring panel for controller parameters 

Monitoring panel is actually „Controller Status Panel“, available at any stage of system 

setup and configuration. It consists of several functionally distinct zones: 

Special events indicators. 

Additional injection  (petrol injection times< 1,4 ms).  

Filtration of the additional injection. 

Enrichment at acceleration. 

Petrol addition (" partially or " completely) when idle/high RPM 

 
 Indicator for lack of petrol injection times (injection). 

 Level indicator. (Level of filling of the tank 0 – 100 %.) 
 

Virtual button - Copies the behavior of the gas controller key.  If errors in the injection 

occur, the 'G' symbol is replaced by '!' And the gray background becomes yellow. 

RPM - This field displays the instantaneous engine RPM that the gas controller measures. 
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Controller connection status - This bar indicates the state of communication between 

the program and the gas injection in the form of text messages combined with a change in the 

background color of the bar. 

 

Injector status - this is a set of two rows of indicators corresponding to the number 

of engine cylinders 

The first row reflects the state of the petrol injectors, the color of which means: 

• Pale red - the petrol injector of the respective cylinder is allowed; 
• Gray - petrol injector of the respective cylinder is forbidden; 
• Bright red - petrol injector of the cylinder is ‘cut-off’.  
The second line shows the state of gas injectors whose color means: 
• Gray - the gas injector of the respective cylinder is forbidden; 
• Green - the gas injector of the respective cylinder is allowed. 

 

1st bank pulses,       2nd bank pulses, - These fields show the times of petrol and 

gas for the first cylinder of the bank. 

 

Load - this is the relative time for opening the first injector of a first bank to its injection 

time - i.e. what is the percentage of time the injector delivers fuel compared to the time between two 

consecutive injections. 

 

Pressure Pgas,        Pressure MAP – In the pressure fields are indicated the pressure 

sensors data and their resultant values. The Pgas indication gives absolute pressure information (at the 

injector rail input) when the MAP sensor is not installed. In cases where MAP is installed, Pgas indicates 

the differential pressure ΔP (the instantaneous pressure applied on both sides of the gas injectors).  

MAP indication represents the absolute pressure (in the intake manifolds). So if a gas pressure sensor 

is installed Pгаз and MAP sensor, then Pgas indication will be actually ΔP = Pgas – MAP (ie the absolute 

pressure at the injector rail input – absolute pressure in the intake manifolds). If a differential 

pressure sensor and a MAP sensor are installed in the system, then Pgas indication will be the value 

directly read by the Pgas sensor. 
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Short identification - this bar indicates who has been into contact, ie. the product 

name, connector type, hardware and software version are displayed. 

Temperature Тred,     Temperature Tgas – in temperature fields are indicated the 

instantaneous values of the temperature of the gas reducer (coolant) and the gas, depending on what 

sensors are configured in the system. If one of the sensors is not specified, its indication will not be 

displayed. If the gas temperature sensor shows below 20°C, its background will turn yellow and below 

10°C - the background color will turn red to draw attention to the installer. 

Lambda - this field contains an oscilloscope with a history of lambda sensor data for the 

last 20s. The number of graphs on it depends on the number of associated lambda sensors. When 

changing from petrol to gas mode and vice versa, the current oscillogram for the respective lambda 

sensor is remembered and remains in the image motionless and darker in color as the basis for 

comparison, while the new data starts to draw a new oscillogram. 

 

OBD connection status - Displays 3 configurations: 

● Gray connector with diagonal strip - disconnected. 

● Gray blinking connector - connecting. 

● Green connector - connected. 

● Green connector with '!' Sign - connected, with errors in the petrol computer. 

2.1.2.Working parameter manipulation panel 

The manipulation panel is actually the "Working area for reading and writing the 

operating parameters". The menu is structured in 5 main tabs, each with sub-tabs. 

2.2. Main menu with tabs 

To activate the main tabs, you need to connect to the gas computer or browse the offline 
interface by pressing ‘Start Communication’ or ‘Test Mode’ respectively. 
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2.3.

When starting the program the submenu Start opens by default. 

2.3.1. Start 

System information stored in the controller memory is read only after the program has been 
linked to it. 

Fig. 2.3.1 

„Serial number“ - shows the factory serial number of the gas controller. The number in this 

number must match the number after the point marked on the label of the device that is currently 

connected! For example, under serial number ECU600271, information should be provided on the 

label                              ! 

"Hardware Version" - product information and hardware version - must match the 

information on the box label after the 'HW' symbols! 

"Software version" - information about the version of the program that is stored in the gas 

controller with which it is connected. 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„Installation date“ - the date when communication was first made with the system. 

"Odometer" - the vehicle's odometer reading during the initial coupling. It is required to be 

inserted once by the installer during the first realization of communication in non-production 

conditions. 

"Injector cycles" - number of injections made by the first cylinder’s gas injector. 

„Work on gas“ - measures the time the system has worked on gas. The brackets show the 

relative share of gas work. 

„Work on petrol“ - measures the time the system has worked on petrol. The brackets show 

the relative share of petrol work. 

"Nominal Pressure" - shows the value of the gas pressure after the gas reducer at which 

the system setting is performed. 

"Last setting" - shows the date the last system setup was made and the results of it were 

recorded in the gas injection memory. 

"Next Inspection" - if set, indicates the gas operating time, after which the gas injection 

button indicator will be activated to indicate to the customer that it is necessary to visit the inspection 

workshop. 

"Change" - this button sets the moment after which the button indicator will be activated. 

When pressed, the following dialog appears: 
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Here, the installer selects what mileage you need to make the next inspection from the list in 

the "After" drop-down menu. It is necessary to set the approximate average speed of the particular 

vehicle to determine the time interval after which the indicator should be triggered. The result of this 

choice is displayed in the dialog. When the OK button is pressed, the data is recorded in the energy-

independent memory of the gas controller and sets the time of the next inspection. 

"Test mode" - this mode is designed to examine the program's capabilities provided that no 

real gas controller is connected. The user can choose a virtual controller and look at the program's 

behavior when installing and configuring the product. 

Replacing the gas computer software – following window is opened, where: 
 

fig. 2.3.2 

● „Version“ - contains a list of all available software versions that are compatible with 

the current hardware version. 

● „Save current configuration“ - selecting this checkmark automatically transfers the 

values of all compatible parameters from the current version to the one to be 

recorded. Turning off 
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this option means that the gas controller will be configured with the factory settings 

after replacing its software. 

• „Save“ - button to start programming. 

Communication Start/Stop – connecting/disconnecting the gas controller. 

Communication settings – Using this window it is possible for the user to indicate how to 

connect to the gas injection where: 

Fig. 2.3.3 

● „Automatically“ - The program will check all available features by starting with the 

port on which the connection was last established. 

● „Manually“ - A connection attempt will only be made on the specified port. This will 

reduce the initial connection time as the need to search for all possible connection 

options will be dropped. In this choice, it is always necessary to ensure that the 

correct port is set. Otherwise - can not be contacted! 

About FobosNext – program version and the date of its release. 

Check for update - checks for the last up-to-date version of the program. 
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Fig. 2.3.4 

Initial Configuration and Auto Setup is actually a wizard or a general configuration and 

setup procedure described in details in the last chapter for automatic settings (Item Error: the source 

of the source was not found). 

2.3.2. Save to / Load from file 

fig. 2.3.5  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The form enables the current setting to be saved to a file in the configuration folder, or to read a 

previously saved file from the folder. The top left part of the window contains the tree view of the 

configuration folder. The classification of the file is either by crawling the tree in the folder or by 

setting the characteristics of the vehicle. 

   „Fuel“ - type of alternative fuel – LPG or CNG 

„Brand“ - name of vehicle manufacturer; 

„Model“ - vehicle model; 

„Engine type“ - information for the engine converted to gas. 

„Reg. number“ - registration number of the vehicle on which the system is installed. 

„File“ - file name for the particular record. By default, the name of the file being created is 

formed by the current date and time. 

„Notes“  - contains random information that the installer want to introduce. 

2.3.3.Advanced settings 

 

Fig. 2.3.6 

From this dialog, the user can partially modify the behavior of the program. 

„Language“ - select the interface language between the program and the user. 
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„Configuration folder“ - Sets the folder containing the file system with configurations and 

settings for the various installations. It is recommended that this folder be located on a hard disk 

partition other than the system partition. 

„Mode" - defines the set of configuration parameters that can be accessed during system 

setup. 

✔ Standard mode - only the most commonly used parameters are available for reading 

and modifying; 

✔ Advanced mode - all available system parameters are displayed and allow user 

manipulation. In order to activate this option, you need to enter a password 'vega'. 

"Display Connection Status" - enables or blocks the popup window of a system status 

information when a successful connection attempt is made. 

„Check for updates at startup“ -  indicates whether the program automatically checks for 

updates every time you start. 

„Software Change Confirmation "- indicates whether the program will automatically offer 

the most up-to-date firmware for the currently connected ECU. 

„Connecting with Bootloader“ - direct connection with bootloader. Useful when unable to 

connect normally with  ECU. 

“Units" - determines in which unit the temperature and pressure information is displayed. 
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2.4 

The system configuration page contains information about the peripheral devices that are 

connected to the gas controller. 

2.4.1. Switch over 

The transition setting view is as follows: 

Fig. 2.4.1 

„Fuel type“ - The type of alternative propane-butane (LPG) or methane (CNG) fuel is selected. 

„Injectors“  -  set the injectors type,  which are installed in gas system and nozzle diameter.  
Each type of gas injector sets a set of parameters in the gas injection that allows to 
parameterize the desired type of the current through the injector: 

➢ identifier  

➢ time to reach the peak current value; 

➢ A range for increasing the peak current reduction rate in order to reach the 

maintenance current more quickly; 
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➢ frequency of PWM pulses to provide maintenance current; 

➢ fill factor of PWM pulses to provide maintenance current; 

➢ the minimum opening time necessary for stable operation of the injector; 

„Reducer“ - sets the pressure at output of the reducer  

This value is used in the calculation of the dynamic gas pressure correction. 

„Injection type“ - sets injection type: 

✔ „Sequential“ - Successively injection (the gas injector for the respective cylinder is 

activated at each petrol injection of the respective cylinder). In case of heavy load the 

gas injection remains on gas but automatically adds gasoline. 

✔  „MJ Sequential“ - Identical to sequential injection with the difference that at high 

loads the gas injection passes on gasoline and stays on gasoline until gasoline 

injection times drop below 12ms. 

✔ „Full Group“ - Group injection (the gas injector for the respective cylinder is 

activated at every second gasoline injection of the respective cylinder) 

"Number of cylinders" - sets how many cylinders are to be managed. 

„RPM signal type“  

✔ „Standard“ - t he amplitude of the RPM signal is expected to be within range 

8 – 14 V. 

✔ „Weak“ - t he amplitude of the RPM signal is expected to be within range 3 – 5 V. 

✔ „ RPM signal source“: - from the RPM input, - from 1st injector 

„Ignition type“ - Sets RPM multiplier and divider 

✔ „Single coil“ - half-turn impulse. 

✔ „Double coil“ - Impulse at each turn. 

✔ „RPM sensor“ - Impulse at every 2 turns. 

✔ „RPM sensor 2“ - similar to previous. 

„Valvetronic“ - Cars with such a function lose their RPM signal during cut off. Normally, the 

gas injection passes to gasoline in the absence of revolutions. When the checkmark is turned on, this 

problem is solved and the car stays on gas. 
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When activating this check box, make sure that the contact key (ACC) signal 

comes from the fuel pump or the key switch and not from the injector feed on the 1st 

cylinder. 

„Start & Stop“ - Cars with such a function extinguish and ignite automatically if the engine 

idle is less than 5 minutes. Including the checker allows the gas controller to stay on gas even when 

the engine is off, so if ignition occurs within 5 minutes, it will be done with gas. 

„MultiAir“ - Cars with such a function have a different behavior on the throttle valve, it does 

not open proportionally by pressing the throttle at certain RPM and engine load. This behavioral 

anomaly prevents gas, the engine does not work steadily, fuel-free moments occurs, the engine goes 

off or is on the way to go off. Selecting the checkmark allows the gas injection to use different gas 

pressure compensation. The checkmark is also suitable for Valvetronic cars or variable geometry on 

intake manifold’s valves. 

When activating this checkout, pay very close attention to selecting the diameter 

of the injector nozzles for different car models the diameter may vary. In practice, it 

should be clear that the diameter must be one at an idle speed, and in the case of a 

forcing, the diameter should be wider. As a consequence of the pressure adjustment, the 

change in diameter is linear with the engine thrust, which implies a smoother ride and 

stable engine operation at the "different" throttle valve behavior. 

The following are the parameters regarding the transition from gasoline to gas. It can be done 

at the request of the user, even after certain conditions have been reached. The gas computer 

indicates that it is in transition mode by a blinking green light. 

„Switch over mode“ - when to switch from gasoline to gas. 

✔ „at acceleration“ - RPM > Switching speed threshold. 

✔ „at delay“ - RPM > and then < Switching speed threshold. 

„Overlap time“ - In the current version this function is not implemented but in the future it 

is foreseen to set a time during which when switching gasoline -> gas, there is a fuel overlap 

(simultaneous injection of gasoline and gas). 
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“Start on gas on hot engine" - this option inverts the system's usual behavior at startup. 

Normally, the engine starts on petrol and automatically switches to gas when certain conditions are 

reached (reducer temperature, switching RPM threshold and switching delay). At startup with pressed 

button, the system directly switches to gas and practically realizes “ignition on gas" without being 

interested in any conditions. If the checkmark is on, then the system will always start directly on the 

gas even if the button is not pressed, as long as the reducer temperature > Reducer temperature for 

switch over. 

„Gasoline -> gas switch over delay“ - this delay time only takes effect in the first pass 

from the occurrence of a contact. For each subsequent pass, the delay time is 1 second. This ensures 

a minimum running time for gasoline when the engine is ignited before switching to gas. 

„Switching to gasoline when low gas temperature“ - the purpose of this checkmark is 

bigger security of the system. In the absence of coolant or problems with the reducer and its inability 

to warm the gas sufficiently, the system will be returned to gasoline at an excessively low gas 

temperature. 

„Emergency starts allowed“ - allows setting the number of gas startups on a cold engine. 

ie these ignition switches with the button pressed and reducer temperature < Reducer temperature 

for switching over. When the set number of emergency starts has been reached, the gas can only 

be switched normally (satisfying the conditions for passing gasoline -> gas like Reducer 

temperature, Switching RPM threshold and Switching delay). Recovering the ability of 

emergency startups at the set maximum is reached by restarting the emergency startups counter - 

the "Start Reset" button.  

"Injection between switching cylinders" - it is activated only when checkmark is on 

sequential fuel spray and specifies the number of injection cycles to wait for between replacing the 

fuel in two adjacent cylinders. 

„ECU Reset“ - loads the default configuration (factory settings of the gas injection). 
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  2.4.2. λ sensor 

Setting the sensor: 

Fig. 2.4.2 

„Number of banks“ - set the number of bank that the engine is divided into. In 2 banks and 

gas operation, injection allows fuel to be compensated in the 2nd bank. Through Fuel trip bank-2 

the amount of fuel entering the 2nd bank may be the same as that in the 1st bank and so obtain a 

balanced engine operation judging by λ sensors of both banks. 

„Front λ sensor type“ - sets the working voltage coming from the sensor: 

✔ „0 - 1“ - extent in which: 0 - 0,2 V poor, 0,8 - 1 V rich mixture.  

✔ „0 - 5“ - extent in which: 0 - 0,2 V poor, 4,8 - 5 V rich mixture. 

✔ „5 - 0“ - extent in which: 4,8 - 5 V poor, 0 - 0,2 V rich mixture. 

✔ „0,8 - 1,6“ - extent in which:   0,7 - 0,8 V poor, 1,4 - 1,6 V rich mixture. 

✔ „UEGO“ - linear type sensor: used to adjust the emission value 

✔ „2,5 - 3,5“ - extent in which:   2,4 - 2,5 V poor, 3,4 - 3,5 V rich mixture. 

„λ sensor 1“ - which sensor to display on graph 

✔ „Not connected“ - none. 

✔ „Before“ - show 1st λ sensor  on 1st bank. 

✔ „After“ - show 2nd λ sensor  on 1st bank. 

„λ sensor 2“ - which sensor to display on graph 

✔ „Not connected“ - none. 

✔ „Before“ - show 1st λ sensor  on 2nd bank. 

✔ „After“ - show 2nd λ sensor  on 2nd bank 
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2.4.3. Sensors 
            Configuration form looks like this: 

Fig. 2.4.3 

„Gas level sensor“ - indicates the sensor type. 

✔ „0 - 90 Ω Resistive“ - standart resistive 90 Ω sensor. 

✔ „AEB 806 CNG“ - standart voltage sensor. 

✔ „Manual“ - installer sets the parameters. 

✔ „Not installed - no sensor: 

In the case of manual level parameterization of the level sensor, additional controllers such as: 
➢ „Direction“ 

● „Left“ - Conditional indication of cases where a lower value of the measured 

value corresponds to a higher fuel level in the tank (bottle); 

● „Right“ - conditional indication of cases where a lower value of the measured 

value corresponds to a lower fuel level in the tank (bottle); 

➢ „Type“ 

● „Resistive“ - Measures the resistance of the installed sensor. 

The range of the magnitude in the case is (0 ÷ 200)Ω! 
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● „Voltage“ - Measures the voltage at the output of the installed sensor.  

The range of the measured voltage is (0 ÷ +5.0)V! 

➢ „Level 20%“ - Threshold value of the measured value above (below) which steadily 

illuminates the lowest positioned LED from the gas key level scale; 

➢ „Level 40%“ - A threshold value of the measured value above (below) that steadily 

illuminates the two lowest LEDs of the gas key level scale; 

➢ „Level 60%“ - Threshold value of the measured value above (below) that steadily 

illuminates the three lowest LEDs of the gas key level scale; 

➢ „Level 80%“ - Threshold value of the measured value above (below) that steadily 

illuminates all LEDs from the gas key level scale; 

„Combined sensor - This is usually 2 or 3 sensors in a common body. 

✔ „Fobos-PMT (Motorola)“ - displays Pgas, MAP, Tgas in the combined. 

✔ „Fobos-PMT (Fujikura)“ - displays Pgas, MAP, Tgas in the combined. 

✔ „Fobos Compact“ - displays Pgas, MAP, Tgas in the combined. 

✔ „Not installed“ - no combination: the installer collects by himself Pgas, MAP, Tgas: 

„Pgas“ - Gas pressure sensor after reducer 

✔ „Fobos-P9700“ - measures pressure until 700 kPa or 7 bar 

✔ „Fobos-P9400“ - measures pressure until 400 kPa or 4 bar 

✔ „Fobos-P9250“ - measures pressure until 250 kPa or 2,5 bar 

✔ „Fobos-PGAS“ - measures pressure until 400 kPa or 4 bar 

✔ „Not installed“ - missing 

„MAP“ - Absolute pressure sensor in the intake manifold 

✔ „Fobos-P9115“ - measures pressure until 115 kPa i.e. 1,1 bar 

✔ „Fobos-P9400“ - measures pressure until 400 kPa i.e. 4 bar 

✔ „Fobos-P9250“ - measures pressure until 250 kPa i.e. 2,5 bar 

✔ „Fobos-PGAS“ - measures pressure until 400 kPa i.e. 4 bar 

✔ „Fobos-PMAP“ - measures pressure until 250 kPa i.e. 2 bar 

✔ „Vehicle’s“ - The controller is self-learning to measure MAP via Pgas 

✔ „Not installed“ - missing 
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„Tgas“ - Gas temperature sensor 

✔ „2,2 kΩ“ - NTC Thermal resistor 

✔ „4,7 kΩ“ - NTC Thermal resistor 

✔ „Not installed“ - missing 

„Tred (Water sensor)“ - Reducer temperature sensor (coolant) 

✔ „BRC-RTH90“ 

✔ „2,2 kΩ“ - NTC Thermal resistor 

✔ „4,7 kΩ“ - NTC Thermal resistor 

✔ „Not installed“ - missing 

„Pre-opening of the gas valves“ - An interval of time is provided in which the gas will flow 

into the hoses connecting the reducer and the injectors. By default, the gas valves are switched on for 

1 second before the gas is started. When this checkbox is activated, this time will be extended to 5 

seconds only for the first passage of gas from the occurrence of a contact. For each subsequent pass, 

the time will be 1 second. This ensures a minimum amount of time to fill the system with gas 

(      - 5 seconds,          - 1 second) when starting the engine, before switching to gas. 

If the check mark is activated do not disconnect the fuel pump, as this may cause 

the engine to go out before the transfer is started! In the case of an installed advance 

processor, the longer the system is filled with gas, its work is compromised. It is 

recommended that the overtaking angle is not more than 9
о
. 

„Separate second valve output“ -  enables / disables the diagnosis of the second valve 

(bottle). This checkbox is only active for controllers equipped with 2 valves. If you use only 1 output, 

please uncheck the check box so the controller can not handle the load attached to this output as a 

valve. The maximum power consumption of this terminal with a check mark is 2.5 A while 4.5 A is off. 

„Automatically returning gasoline at low pressure“ - when the tick is activated the 

gasoline operation is restored if the gas pressure drops below the Low Pressure Relief Pressure for 

more than a Low back pressure time. 
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„Automatic throttle compensation“ - in the current version this feature is not 

implemented. 

2.4.4. MAP 

This table is displayed when you select from the drop-down menu Table. 
 

fig. 2.4.4 

The coefficients are directly involved in forming the duration of the gas pulses and give the 

dependence how the transform coefficient changes with a change in load (petrol injection time) at 

certain engine speeds. The operating point indicates where the engine is running and turns red when 

the injection works on gasoline and green when running on gas. Each injector has its baseline starter 

table which, after automatic tuning, is modified (translated) up or down depending on which setting 

point is made. The installer can also manually adjust the table by setting both the coefficients (after 

tagging a region) fig. 2.4.6, as well as the boundaries of the nodes in the table (from Base Values  

button) fig. 2.4.5. In general, gas impulse follows dependence: 

Tg=(((( m( Tp, RPM )−Cmazda )/128)∗(±Ctred ±Ctgas±Cpgas±Cgtrim))∗Tp)+Cs 
Ctgas [%] Factor of the gas temperature correction 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 Cpgas [%] gas pressure correction factor 

Cgtrim [%] gasoline trim from  OBD  

Cmazda coefficient of Mazda impoverishment  

Tp gasoline injection time 

m(Tp,RPM) Transform coefficient from the table at a given setpoint 

Cs Coefficient for short spraying (discussed in more detail in 2.4.6). 
 

fig. 2.4.6 

The radio buttons enable you to change the selected area: 

Percent increase decrease with percent. 

Add increase decrease with value 

Replace Replacing the value. 
fig. 2.4.5 

„3D View“ - Shows the three-dimensional view of the function with the transfer coefficients. 

Note: It is important not to see strong "peaks" or "valleys". The latter would lead to leap 

changes in gas injection times with a smooth change of gasoline and eventual degradation of gasoline 

injection work and unstable engine behavior! 
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Arrows above the table actually directly effect the increase / decrease effect with a certain value for a 

particular marked area of the table. When an OBD connection is made under the table, you can see 

what the values for the short and long trimester are reported by the petrol injection. The gas injection 

can either take them into account or ignore them depending on whether the petrol injection has 

closed feedback from its λ sensors (if the trims are surrounded by a green rectangle, the triple 

values are obtained as a result of the integration of the λ sensors, i.e. the feedback is closed). 

„OBD Target Map“ - allows the maintenance of a specified gasoline trim in individual engine 

operating areas. 

„From Graph“ - transfers information from graph into table. 

„Cancel“ - returns a step back (if changes are made to the table / graph) 

„Gas Valve“ - turns on and off the gas valves. 

This graphic is displayed when you select from the drop-down menu Graph. 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The coefficients participate directly in the formation of the duration of the gas pulses and give the 

dependence on how the transform coefficient changes with a change in the gasoline injection time. In 

general, the gas impulse follows: 

Tg=(((m (Tp)−Cmazda )∗(±Crpm±Ctred ±Ctgas±Cpgas±Cgtrim))∗Tp)+Cs 
Crpm [%] Factor of the turnover adjustment 

Ctgas [%] Factor of the gas temperature correction 

Ctred [%] Factor of the reducer temperature   correction 

Cpgas [%] gas pressure correction factor 

Cgtrim [%] gasoline trim from  OBD 

 Tp gasoline injection time 

m(Tp) Transform coefficient for certain gasoline injector time. 

 Cs Coefficient for short spraying (discussed in more detail in 2.4.6). 

Both in  Graph  and  Table  the coefficients  m(Tp)  and  m(Tp,RPM)  are retrieved through 

linear-point approximation of the nodes of the table / graph. 

„From Table“ - transfers the information table into graph. The drawback of the graph is that 

visually can not be taken into account the influence of the revolutions. To monitor the impact of RPM, a 

RPM correction must be pressed. 

 

fig. 2.4.9 
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The RPM correction table has the same look as the transform coefficient table of Fig. 2.4.4, except 

that in Fig. 2.4.9 the numbers are integer and represent the deviation of m(Tp) at different 

revolutions. The RPM correction actually provides the relationship between the tabular and graphical 

representation of the gas time function Tg. 

„Gasoline Map“ - allows / prohibits the collection of points when operating on gasoline. 

„Delete Gasoline Map“ - deletes collected points on gasoline. 

„Gas Map“ - allows / prohibits the collection of points when operating on gas. 

„Delete Gas Map“ - deletes collected points on gas. 

“Autocorrection of the model"- this button is part of the automatic schedule setup 

procedure (discussed in detail in Error: the source has not been found "). In short, under the required 

conditions, the button enables the automatic build of the graph (the orange curve). 

2.4.5.  Gas / Petrol 

This form looks like this: 
 

fig. 2.4.10 
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„Sequential fueling“ - how to transfer gas 

- the fuel change in cylinders becomes cylinder-by-cylinder. 

- the replacement of fuel in cylinders occurs simultaneously in all cylinders. 

„Exploring the injection sequence“ - the engine must run idle and gasoline to activate the 

function. In addition to memorizing the injection sequence, when operating on a gas, the function 

performs a pre-injection (i.e. fuel injection 1 stroke earlier). Once activated, this function prohibits the 

injection of fuel other than gas (i.e. split fuel, idling and high-speed operation are not active - the 

latter two automatically select Gas setting). 

„Working on idle“ - Allows you to choose how idle injections are to be run and how many 

revolutions are actually perceived as idle. 

✔ „Return to petrol“ - When lowering revolutions under idle speed, injection will 

perform 20 petrol sprays and then restore to gas. Gas returns becomes cylinder-to-

cylinder, with the next cylinder making 5 petrol sprays more than the previous one. 

Thus the 1st cylinder will make 20 gas sprays, 2nd 25, 3rd 30, 4th 35, and so on. 

✔ „Gasoline“ - When the engine speed falls below the idling speed, injection will remain 

entirely on gasoline, and if it exceeds the same threshold, it will return to gas. 

✔ „Gas“ - Injection is not interested in idling speeds and will not pretend anything. 

"High-speed operation and gasoline distribution" - allows you to choose how high-

speed sprays are to be processed and how much turnover is actually perceived as high. 

✔ „Addition of gasoline "- when the revolutions ranged between the gasoline feed 

rate from … to ... and gasoline injection times over time for additional 

gasoline injections, injection will seek to add a quantity of added gasoline at 

the end of the petrol impulse before starting the gas impulse, ie to mix gasoline 

and gas. When gasoline injection times > threshold + desired added time, gasoline 

will be added at the end of gasoline pulse, i.e. the start of the addition will be moved  
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after the threshold (with the desired added time earlier than the end of the gasoline 

pulse). When gasoline injection times in the interval between threshold and threshold 

+ desired time added, injection will not be able to inject the desired amount of 

gasoline in full. The actually added gasoline will be less than the desired added time, 

ie the added gasoline will be the length of the petrol impulse - the threshold from 

which the addition starts. In case of triggering the function, the point becomes yellow, 

indicating that there is mixed fuel in the cylinders. 

✔  „Gasoline“ - When running between revolutions to add gasoline to .. and gasoline 

injection times over time to inject additional gasoline, injection will pass entirely 

on gasoline and will return to gas only when the gasoline injector time becomes 2ms 

< threshold. In the event of triggering the function, the point becomes red, indicating 

that fuel in the cylinders is only gasoline.. 

✔ „Gas“ - Injection is not interested in idling speeds and will not pretend 

anything. 

„Co-injection of petrol“ - When the function is activated and RPM > revolutions for 
activating 'Split fuel', injection starts to separate the fuel according to the set amount of pulses from 

the graph. Count pulses are extracted by linear-point approximation of the nodes in the graph. 
Depending on the current absolute pressure after the reducer, the injection produces n sprays with 
gasoline and the remaining 100 - n with gas (where n: 0-100 / number of cylinders, i.e. in 4-cylinder 

cars n: 0-25). Chronologically in terms of all cylinders, the injection of gasoline for the next cylinder will 

take place immediately after the last injection of gasoline for the current cylinder. 
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2.4.6. Injection change over 

This form looks like this: 

Fig. 2.4.11 

„Type of OBD connection“ - Sets the connection protocol through OBD 

✔ „Automatic“ - Injection will automatically attempt to find a protocol 

✔ „ISO 9141-2“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 14230-4 (5baud init)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 14230-4 (fast init)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 15765-4 CAN (11bit ID 250K)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 15765-4 CAN (11bit ID 500K)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 15765-4 CAN (29bit ID 250K)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „ISO 15765-4 CAN (29bit ID 500K)“ - Attempts to contact only this protocol 

✔ „None“ - The controller will not attempt to connect through OBD 

„Adaptation“ - when activationg this option, connection through OBD and finding closed 

feedback (Fuel Status), the gas controller will begin to correct its own behavior according to the read 

information at each second for the long and short trim, i.e. begins to produce an adequate gas triple 

according to the dependence: 
with one bank → Cg = (Long_trimb1  + Short_trimb1) 
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with two banks  → Cg = (Long_trimb1  + Short_trimb1 + Long_trimb2  + Short_trimb2)/2 

There is a gas trim threshold → +35%. For gasoline trims > 35% gas trim is always 35%. The 

injection memorizes and monitors the largest gas trim produced within the range of gas operation or 

while connected through OBDII. At each gas pass or any successful first OBDII connection or 

Adaptivity check for maximum stored value, a 22% gas triple is assumed. The steepness of making a 

correction to the current maximum stored value is 1%/s. Once this value has been reached, the 

steepness decreases 10 times or 0,1%/s. Upon reaching the threshold of the gas trim, the steepness 

is always 0,1%/s as long as there is no gas change, disconnection of the OBDII connection or 

exclusion of the check mark. 

„Stop adaptation in idle“ - when activating this check box, the control information is used 

to control the speed of the adaptation, serving as a marker when the revolutions are considered 

idle. Adaptivity function is off when RPM are under this threshold and is back on when RPM are over 

it. While adaptivity is off the gas trim becomes static and it is a fixed value (arithmetic average of the 

last 100 gas trims). There is a threshold for the average value → 15, which does not allow arithmetic 

average  > 15%. 

„Gasoline trims type“ - determines whether to invert the gas trim (if the gasoline injection 

reports its inverted trims, the gas trim must also be inverted). 

Injection along with the OBD trimmings questioning, also questions about errors ! 

"Enable Complete Error Deletion" - when activating the checkbox and errors, no matter 

what nature, a deletion command is generated. 

"Enable selective debugging" - when check mark is enabled and errors are present, a 

deletion command is generated only if all errors occurred in the list: 

P0171 System Too Lean (Bank 1) 

P0172 System Too Rich (Bank 2) 

P0174 System Too Lean (Bank 1) 

P0175   System Too Rich (Bank 2) 

P0420 Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold (Bank 1) 

P0430  Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold (Bank 2) 
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„Filtering impulses for additional spraying“ - this feature makes sense to activate only 

when additional injection sensitivity is activated. When activating the filtration, it is forbidden to 

generate gas pulses at gasoline injector times less than additional injection time. When the 

function is activated, the second indicator from left to right above the button becomes green. 

„Additional spray sensitivity“ - it makes sense to activate only when Filtering impulses 

for additional spraying is deactivated and has the following functionality: 

- when gasoline injector times under additional injection time are worked on the Tg 

from table/graph in 2.4.4, where Cs is set by the scroller -+. When the function is 

activated, the first indicator from left to right above the button becomes green. For 

injector times above additional spraying time, Cs has a value, depending on 

selected type of gas injectors i.e. this is the opening injector time. 

- when gasoline injector times under additional injection time produced gas pulses 

are equivalent to minimum gas injection time for the selected type of gas 

injectors. When gasoline injector times over additional injection time, Tg follows 

dependence on 2.4.4, with Cs = opening injector time for the selected type of gas 

injectors. 

„Enrichment when accelerating” in some car models, gasoline injection times suddenly 

increase from medium to maximum (15-16ms) with a sudden throttle. In gas operation, this jump of 

gasoline pulses causes an excessively rich mixture and chokes the engine, but the acceleration 

enrichment feature solves this problem. When activating and (position of the pointer other than the 

far right), the maximum gas injection time is adjusted (which is a function of the revolutions and the 

coefficients in the table). Maximum gas injection time at 1000-4000 rpm, approximately follows 

dependence: 

Tgmax=(m(Tp , RPM )∗(0,66∗sl + x∗( 0,0042∗sl +0,042)+6,68))+Cs 
m(Tp,RPM) Transform coefficient from the table at a given setpoint.  

sl number (0 – 20) set through stroller -+ 

x [ms] difference in current RPM and 1000 in ms (4000 – 1000 [rpm] or 15 – 60 

[ms]) i.e. x: (0 – 45). 
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When the function is triggered i.e. When Tg (от т. 2.4.4) > Tgmax, third indicator from left to right 

over the button becomes green. 

„Mazda™ impoverishment“ - for some engines, under certain operating conditions, the 

petrol controller starts to inject fuel twice more at the same load. This can be seen as observing the 

setpoint in the setup table. At some point at the same load, the petrol injector times dropped by 

about 50%. At this moment of work is very likely to appear "pulling" of the car. This is due to the 

excessively rich mixture that is produced under these conditions. In order to avoid this problem, the 

"Mazda ™ Impact" function should be used. The introduced value is always subtracted from the 

transform coefficient and is applied as impoverishment each time the gas controller experiences a 

similar change in gasoline injection behavior. The function is triggered when the engine starts to inject 

twice more often within a revolution, ie. the injection period becomes <52% of the turnaround. 

2.4.7. Corrections 

Correction form looks like this: 

Fig. 2.4.12 
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As can be seen from the dependence on Tg in 2.4.4 injection corrects dinamically its gas injector time 

according to the dinamic conditions in which takes place ore more specifically (pressure on gas 

injectors Pgas, gas and evaporator temperatures Tgas, Tred). Corrections are set graphically fig. 

2.4.12, and the correction factor is obtained by adding 100 to the linearly interpolated value of the 

table.  

„Pgas“ - The purpose of this adjustment is to compensate for the deviation of the pressure 

from the nominal working pressure. For nominal working pressure the differential pressure is 

considered ΔP = (PGAS – MAP ), which is maintained by the gas reducer in an established mode of 

operation and in which the system has been set up. 

For differential pressure values outside the table - the correction takes the values 

set in the border columns !! 

„Tgas“ - the behavior of the gas temperature correction is set. The way of configuring is 

similar to setting the pressure correction. 

„Tred“ - the correction behavior is set according to the temperature of the gas reducer. The 

way of configuring is similar to setting the pressure correction. 
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2.5 

The menu provides a graphical representation of the system parameters over time under the 

oscillogram 

2.5.1. Oscilloscopes 

The form provides a view of individual oscilloscopes 

fig. 2.5.1 

containing the behavior of the monitored parameters (temperature, pressure and supply voltage). If 

necessary, each of the oscillograms can be hidden using the ticks located under the individual 

oscilloscopes. Additionally, the instant injection times of the individual cylinders and the instantaneous 

average values, as well as some system parameters such as the temperature in the gas injection box 

and the power supply of the sensors and the gas switch, are shown. 
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2.5.2. Big Oscilloscope 

This form looks like this: 

fig. 2.5.2 

It is actually a general oscilloscope that graphically displays the behavior of all operating parameters 

of the gas system. Unlike individual oscilloscopes, a general time scale is used here to analyze the 

behavior of all the magnitudes at a given time or interval and to trace their interconnection. Each 

parameter can be turned on or off using the check mark on the right side of the dialog box. 

„<-  ->“ - Move to the next or previous tag. 

„Delete“ - Deletes tags. The latter are placed with the left mouse button. 

„Legend“ -Hides / shows the significance of the observed oscillograms. 

„Min Max“ - Performs an increase in vertical oscillograms for detailed observation of small 

changes in the amplitude of the signals. 

„Resolution“ - It is perform increase of horizontal oscillograms for more detail monitoring of 

fast changes. 

„Increase Decrease“ - Executes an increase or decrease of the oscillograms vertically and 

horizontally. 

„Auto-zoom“ - Makes an optimal increase or decrease in oscillograms 
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horizontally and vertically, so that they can be seen as well as possible. 

„Stop“/„Continue“ - Stops / restores the display of oscillograms 

„Save“ - Saves the current image of the oscilloscope into a file. 

„Load“ - Loads an oscillogram that was previously stored in a file 

„Print“ - Sends the current image of the oscilloscope to a printer. 

„Export“ - Records the oscillogram in the form of a photo (png, gif, jpeg, bmp) 

2.5.3. Display 

The form looks like this: 

fig. 2.5.3 

Generally, this form provides a rich graphical representation of parameters from the parameter monitor 

panel in the controller. Two additional parameters are noticed: 

„Assessment of nozzle diameter“ - The nozzles are of appropriate diameter (correct) if 

the red marker remains within the range of 1 and 1.50 mm. 

„Voltage from second λ sensors (after the catalyst)“ -If available via OBD, this 

parameter is read together with the gasoline trims and is displayed. 
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2.6 

From here you can test and diagnose the equipment of the gas system 
 

 2.6.1. Diagnostics 

Form looks like this: 

fig. 2.6.1 
„Errors“ - This field depicts all the problems that the gas injection has registered during its 

work. All events of this nature are read when communicating with the controller and are displayed in 

the list of possible problems. In the first column „#” a counter is displayed that shows how many 

times the event was recorded during the work process. Through the button „Read“ the list of errors 

can be refreshed at any time at the user's request. When pressing the button „Delete all“ - All saved 

error codes will be deleted. Deleting errors in the gas controller is only allowed when the system is 

running on a gasoline. 

„Temporary / Permanent“ - In the current version this division is not implemented. 

„All possible“ - Displays the complete list of error messages that are supported. 

„Current status“ - displays the window: 
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fig. 2.6.2 

„Diagnostic value“ - The name of the parameter whose status is observed. 

„Number of errors“ - The amount of errors that occurred for the observed quantity during 

the operation of the system. 

„Current value“ - momentary indication. 

„Status“ - an assessment of the condition that may be 

� „Normal“ - If deviations and errors are not recorded; 

� „Check!“ - At the time of the inspection everything is fine but there are 

registered deviations. 

� „Problem“ - The diagnostic procedure detects a problem during the 

verification itself. 

„Show this dialog every time you connect“ - Switches on or off the status check at the 

beginning of each communication session. 

„Signal from petrol injectors“ - To which cylinders are gasoline pulses. 

„Permission of gas injectors“ - In the event of a gas injector failure, it may be forbidden to 

operate it and the corresponding cylinder will run on gasoline. 

„Turning on diagnostics“ - Authorizes / disables the diagnosis. 
Diagnosis itself is performed only during gas operation and includes: 
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➢ „Peripheral voltage drop“ - Enables / disables the emergency switching of BENZIN 

at power supply voltage (gas injectors and valve (s)) below 8.0V; 

➢ „Interrupted gas injector“ - Enable / disable emergency switching of BENZIN at 

interruption of the gas injector coil / coil; 

➢ „Short/ Overheat gas injector“ - Enables / disables the emergency switching of 

gasoline in a short-circuit or overheating of a gas injector; 

➢ „Problem with the Gas Valve“ - Enables / disables the emergency switching of 

gasoline on a gas / gas valve / valve driver. 

„Include initial diagnostics“ -Authorizes / prohibits the performance of gasoline 

diagnostics. This checkbox makes sense to only activate when both Diagnostic Activation is 

enabled. Diagnostics is the same with the difference that with the first check it is done only when 

running gas and the second while it is on gasoline 

2.7 

This is the step that takes place immediately after system configuration - activated with the 
Initial Configuration and Auto Setup button item 2.3.1. By pressing it, the wizard configures the 
shell in several steps as follows: 

I. Selecting type of alternative fuel – LPG/CNG; 

fig. 2.7.1 
II. Set configuration by Pgas, MAP, Tgas sensors;  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fig. 2.7.2 

III.Specify the type of gas injectors installed. 

фиг. 2.7.3 

IV. Configuration of the input for the measurement of revolutions 
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fig. 2.7.4 

V. Set of gas reducer and water temperature sensor. 

fig. 2.7.5 

VI. Configuring the lambda sensor inputs. 
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fig. 2.7.6 

VII. Nivel sensor 

fig. 2.7.7 

VIII. Complete 
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fig. 2.7.8 

Upon completion of the final step of the initial configuration, the program offers the selected 

parameters to be stored in the controller's non-volatile memory to prevent possible loss of 

communication problems or restarting the system. 

„Password set“ - This field allows the installer to enter a phrase that represents a signature 

type of the data stored in the controller. The next time you connect to the controller, the program will 

require you to enter the password. Attention: The password does not forbid the connection to the 

controller! It can always be overcome (deleted). The purpose of using it is to show the installer that 

he "signed" the settings that a gas controller was connected to it without his consent. 

In general, the recording of the current settings in the non-volatile data memory 

of the gas controller is automatically performed after all three conditions are present: 

➢ „Loss of key on contact ACC“ - engine extinguishing; 

➢ „Extinguishing the light switch on the gas switch“ - When the engine is 

extinguished, the vehicle's revolutions do not disappear immediately and only after 1 - 

2 seconds. If, for any reason, the engine speed is maintained 

➢ Long indicator lights blink, ie. Waiting for the revolutions to disappear for the incision 

to go off. 
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➢ „Comminication disconnect with PC“ - 10 seconds after break communication, 

the gas injection is understood to be disconnected from the installer's personal 

computer. 

The injection remains in standby for 1 hour from loss of contact. This means that diagnostic 

application can still be associated with injection even though apparently injection is off, judging by the 

light indication of the gas key. 

After configuration of the system, it can be switched to its tuning. In principle, the gas 

shift from gasoline consists of three phases: 

a) Waiting for transition conditions;  

b)  Filling the system with gas; 

c)   Synchronized (sequential) or group transfer of fuel. 

„Conditions for passing“ - determined in 2.4.1. (Reductor temperature, RPM switch 

threshold and switching delay) 

„System filling delay“ - determined in 2.4.3. time interval, for which the gas valves are 

switched on, immediately before the fuel is replaced in the cylinders (Pre-opening of the gas 

valves). 

„Transferring“ - determines by check 2.4.5 (Sequential fueling). 

When performing automatic tuning, some of the "PHASES" can be omitted !!! 

Depending on whether the car will be tuned to graph or table 2.4.4, automatic tuning can take place 

in two ways: 
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2.7.1 Automatic settings (idle) 

The submenu is active only when a setting is selected through the graph. The purpose of the 

setup is to have the initial model of the (conversion function) graph to be formed by the behavior of 

the gasoline and gas engine when idling without load. 

fig. 2.7.9 

To start the adjustment procedure, the engine needs to run idle (under 1000 rpm) and the gearbox 

temperature exceeds 50ºC! 

Button „Start“ - Starts the automatic idle adjustment procedure.  

Button „Stop“ - Stops the automatic idle adjustment procedure. 

„All injectors at the same time“ - The check mark indicates that the engine must be 

switched off by gasoline at the same time, and not as gradually as normal. Gradual switching is a 

stepwise "leveling" of gasoline injection times when operating only 1 cylinder of gas, half the gas 

cylinders and all gas cylinders. After completion and according to the results obtained, the procedure 

builds the basic models for working with graphics. The installer is encouraged while driving to collect 

gasoline and gas reference cards, then through the Auto - correction button from the model in 2.4.4, 

to build the desired conversion function. 

The following shows how the tuning of a 4-cylinder car is done: 
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fig. 2.7.10 

Checks if RPM are below 1000 
fig. 2.7.11 

 

If All injectors at the same time activated continue with fig 2.7.14  
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fig. 2.7.12 

 
fig. 2.7.13 
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fig. 2.7.14 

Upon successful completion of the procedure, an initial base model (the orange curve of Figure 2.7.15) 

is synthesized and the installer is summoned to collect gas and gasoline reference maps. To do so, he 

must activate the Gasoline Map and Gas Map tabs of Fig. 

8. and to drive the car. Collected maps should look similar to the following: 

fig. 2.7.15 

After collection, the installer presses Auto-correction of the model and the orange curve changes to 

offset the difference between the red (gasoline map) and the green (gas map) curves. 
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fig. 2.7.16 

For more information and a detailed description of the setup procedure, see the FobosNext 

Management Tool, available on http://www.FobosGas.com. 

 2.7.2. Automatic settings (high RPM) 

The submenu is active only when a table setting is selected. The purpose of the setup is the 

initial model of the (conversion function) table to be formed on the basis of engine performance at 

high revolutions 

fig. 2.7.17 
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The form looks identical to the idle setting but the initial conditions are different. To start the 

procedure, the engine needs to work "forced" (rpm between 2200 - 2800) and the gearbox 

temperature exceeds 50ºC! 

In the course of setting, the injection will switch several times gasoline -> gas, during which the 

throttle position must be kept constant (the accelerator pedal always pressed in the same 

way) regardless of whether there is a change in engine speed. 

Finally, the procedure finishes by calculating the table values (the conversion coefficient table 

is filled in). The following shows how the adjustment works on a 4 cylinder car: 

fig. 2.7.18 

Following is the collection of gasoline injection times and then comparing them with gas operation. If 

the diameter of the nozzles or injectors is incorrect, the steps in Fig. 2.7.19 and Fig. 2.7.20 may be 

cyclically repeated for not more than 5 minutes, after which the injection alerts that it can not "align" 

the gasoline times for the two fuels i.e. the automatic setting failed. 
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fig. 2.7.19 

Comparison of collected gasoline times with gasoline when working on gas 
 

fig. 2.7.20  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 2.7.3. Automatic settings (advanced) 

From here is managed the collection of gasoline and gas maps at table setting 

fig. 2.7.21 

Buttons „Gasoline map“, „Gas map“, „Delete Gasoline map“, „Delete Gas map“ have the same 

meaning as in Fig. 2.4.8. with the difference that they manipulate data related to table setting only, 

and those in Fig. 2.4.8 - only for graph setup. The gasoline and gas maps on the graph are separate 

from the gasoline and gas maps from table and the permission to collect or delete one does not lead 

to the same actions in the others. 

Maps from fig. 2.7.21. aim to gather as detailed as possible what petrol injection times 

emanates the petrol injection into different engine operating areas when running on gasoline and 

when running on gas. 

„Data type“ - Shows what the white boxes mean in the table: 

✔ „Nothing“ - Marks where points are collected in the gasoline map. 

✔ „Counters [gasoline]“ - number of points collected for the respective area in 
gasoline map. 

✔ „Counters [gas]“ - number of points collected for the respective area in gas map. 

✔ „Top[gasoline]“ - average gasoline time [ms] for the respective area in gasoline 
map. 

✔ „Top[gas]“ - average gasoline time [ms] for the respective area in gas map. 

✔ „Deviation“ - relative deviation [%] of gasoline time while working on gas, against 
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gasoline time while on gasoline for the respective area from both 
maps. 

fig. 2.7.22 

fig. 2.7.23 
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Fig. 2.7.24 
 

fig. 2.7.25 
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fig. 2.7.26 

The boxes in the table are colored yellow or green depending on the number of points collected in the 

respective area. At more than 128 points, the box gets yellow and over 255 green. Coloring serves as 

a guide to whether the collected statistical information (average gasoline time in an area) is sufficient 

and can be considered reliable. Yellow means indicative gasoline time for the area and green - 

gasoline time is credible. The deviation is calculated only for those areas for which the respective 

areas are green in both maps. Arrows surround regions of areas involved in the setup algorithm that is 

being synthesized and is subject to future application development. 
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